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from the president’s desk...

I am encouraged that the social distancing protocols
are apparently starting to be successful, but of course
it is still too early to determine when we can start back
up our group rides. As was previously announced, we
have cancelled the May General Membership Meeting,
and our past custom has been to suspend the GMMs
during the summer months. (June, July and August).
We are planning to hold a Zoom conference call to
provide an overview of our Route Library and Club
Account with Ride With GPS. More detail on that can be
found elsewhere in this newsletter. If this is successful,
perhaps we can hold other member Zoom conference
calls to discuss topics of interest. Please send me any
input you may have on that.
Another activity we are planning in May is a “Member
Challenge” to ride as many unique club favorite routes
as you can during the month of May.
...continued on page 3
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May 2020

WAB May General Membership Meeting is
cancelled, but we will host a Zoom Session May 13th at 7:00 pm to discuss the Ride with
GPS Club Account.
And...May is Still Bike Month!

WAB Zoom Session - Join us via Zoom on May
13th at 7:00 pm to learn more about rhe Ride With
GPS Club Account and the Route Library. Details
on page 3 or visit www.wabonline.org.

WAB Reviews/Editorials - Be sure to check out
the Cycling App Reviews on pages 14-16. Email
us your thoughts on biking, bike shops/parts/gear,
cycling etiquette, road conditions, anything that’s
fit to print!
Member profile - you may receive an email asking
you to send us your information. This is a great way
to get to know some of the other club members from
a safe distance, until we can meet back up and ride.
We’d love to get to know you!
Quiz - name that location on the VA Capital Trailplease email your answer to editor@wabonline.org
Spot the Differences - find the differences between
the photos
We would love to have your contributions- please
email editor@wabonline.org.
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member information
welcome!
Renewing members: Natalie Bare, Steve Boykin, Damon
Cone, Dave & Ann Jo Cosgrove, Charles Frey, Giles
Grenier, John Griffith & Martha Kelly, Barry & Jan
Herneissey, Michael & Peggy Meyers, Michael & Andrea
Ogline, Lisa Pitman, Elaine Quick
New member: William Thompson
The Flying Wheel is the newsletter of the Williamsburg
Area Bicyclists or WAB. The Club encourages and supports
all facets of bicycling in the Williamsburg, Virginia area.
The Flying Wheel is always looking for stories or pictures
connected to cycling. If you can help out, email the editor
(editor@wabonline.org) or send a letter to: Williamsburg
Area Bicyclists, P.O. Box 2222, Williamsburg, VA 231872222. Please send us your story no later than the 15th of
the month.

member discount
Don’t Forget: Your WAB membership entitles you to a 10%
discount on parts, accessories or clothing at these local bike
shops and sports stores: Bikes Unlimited, Bike the Burg,
Conte’s, Trek and Colonial Sports.
*Discount does not apply to bicycles. Other items may not qualify
for discount at certain shops - call store for details.
League of
American Bicyclists
Affiliated Club
James City County
Division of Parks & Recreation
Co-Sponsored Club

Historic Triangle Bicycle Advisory Committee - see link for contact information:
https://www.yorkcounty.gov/779/Historical-Triangle-Bicycle-Advisory.com

be sure to check out our sponsors...
many are offering curbside pickup or other options!
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from the president’s desk
...continued from page 1
More details can be found below and on our website home page. A one-year Premium membership to
Ride With GPS will be awarded to the winner! Other prizes are also planned.
As I’m sure you all know, the Colonial Parkway between Jamestown Island and Williamsburg, as well as
the Jamestown Island Loop are currently closed to vehicular traffic but open for bicyclists and pedestrians.
So I guess we can see this as a small silver lining in the Coronavirus cloud! I’ve noticed quite an uptick
in the number of cyclists, particularly families and those less experienced. This is especially true for the
stretch of the Virginia Capital Trail between Jamestown and the Chickahominy, as well as the Colonial
Parkway and JT Island. That’s great to see – perhaps another silver lining! But please use extra caution in
these areas, especially with so many youngsters.
When cycling, please keep in mind that the 6-foot rule doesn’t really apply to cyclists, since your
slipstream may extend far beyond that distance. You are all adults and can use your own judgment
regarding riding with others. I am personally only riding solo these days and that would be my advice.
And my last piece of advice would be to please be safe out there. One of our members, Paul Baker
was recently involved in a very nasty vehicular accident on his bicycle. We all pray for his speedy and
full recovery.
Meanwhile, hang in there, stay safe and I hope to see you soon!
Rick Nevins, President
president@wabonline.org

Join Charlie Hart and Rick Nevins on Wednesday, May 13th at 7:00 pm via the
web conferencing service Zoom to learn more about Ride With GPS and answer
some questions such as:
What is a Ride With GPS Club Account?
How do I access the Club Route Library, both on our WAB Website and on the Ride
With GPS Site?
How do I generate a Cuesheet?
What are the benefits of the Ride With GPS Club Account?
How do I navigate via the Ride With GPS smartphone app?
How do I navigate via a Garmin GPS cycling computer?
What is the difference between a regular RWG Club member and a “Route Manager”?
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87579213917?pwd=T1lndEl5b2VWcmlwa2hKL2ZUSkY5dz09
Meeting ID: 875 7921 3917
Password: 048909
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Be sure to check out our sponsors...
Let them know we appreciate them!
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manage your email subscriptions
There are several different email distribution lists that are used for various purposes:
1. The General Announcements list is used to send announcements out regarding
club activities or topics deemed to be of general interest to club members. This list
is used rather sparingly, and there are only a few club officers who are authorized
to send emails to this list.
2. The Every Message Board Post list is used to send a notification out when a new
post is made to the Message Board. Any member can post to the Message Board so this tends to be fairly
active – typically 2 or 3 emails per day.
3. The Daily Message Board Digest list is used to provide subscribers with a summary of all posts to the
Message Board made over the prior 24 hours. This email is sent out at 7:30 AM every morning.
4. The Flying Wheel Newsletter list is used to send out a notification when the monthly newsletter is available
for viewing – generally around the 1st of the month.
5. The Upcoming Events list is used for a once per week notification of all upcoming events over the next
week for recurring rides and for the next month for all other events. (Note: this email is currently suspended
due to the Coronavirus.)
To subscribe (or unsubscribe) to any of these distribution lists, log in to the website and click on the My
Account --Edit My Profile Top Menu link. Then click on the Email Distribution Lists tab and select/unselect
your lists via the check boxes. Click the Update button to save.
You can also unsubscribe to any list directly from the e-Mail by clicking on the unsubscribe link at the
bottom of the email.
Finally for the two Message Board related distribution lists (numbers 2 and 3 above), in addition to
subscribing via your Profile as explained above, you can also subscribe/unsubscribe via Yes/No buttons
directly on the Message Board web page.
If you have questions about email subscriptions, or anyother website topic, don’t hesitate to send an email
to Rick Nevins at webmaster@wabonline.org.
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our coronavirus cycling project
by Reed and Karen Nester

With time on our hands, social distancing in place, and

the tandem ready to roll, we were looking for interesting
solo cycling opportunities close to home. I spent 30 years
as Planning Director for the City of Williamsburg prior
to retirement, with much of that time spent working with
and looking at maps of the City. This familiarity resulted
in a plan – lets ride every street within the City limits
of Williamsburg. We could do all the riding from our
house, and keep a proper distance from others by riding
on City streets.

It was a challenge planning routes to cover all the
streets with a minimum of retracing, but our planning
was successful. We did our City tour in seven rides
averaging 20 miles each, with one “clean-up” ride
to cover a few missed streets. In total, we rode 150
miles on eight separate days. We climbed a total
of 5,678 feet, with our toughest day covering the
College and adjacent neighborhoods, South Henry
Street neighborhoods, and the Colonial Parkway,
as illustrated on the RWGPS map (1,257 feet of
climbing).
Our City trek was a different type of riding than
we usually do, with a lot of stopping, starting and
turning. It was a test of bike handling skills turning
a tandem around on dead-end streets without culde-sacs - sometimes we had to get off the bike and
do a pedestrian turning movement. We found that
there were a lot more short and steep hills than we
anticipated.
We usually ride on the scenic country roads around
Williamsburg and in the nearby counties, enjoying the
beautiful scenery and water views. On this project,
we got to see all of the nooks and crannies in the
City of Williamsburg – scenic beauty and variety of
a different kind. It was an interesting and enjoyable
change of pace.
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MAY CALENDAR
All WAB-sanctioned rides remain cancelled until the governor’s orders change regarding gatherings. When things
change, the WAB calendar (http://wabonline.org/index.php/ride-calendar) will be updated, Message Board posts
will be sent out, and the WAB and Williamsburg Road Cycling FB pages will be updated accordingly. The WAB
Board of Directors will continue to monitor the situation and will react when directives change. We encourage you
to continue riding for your physical and mental well-being in these trying times. Additionally, you will see elsewhere
in this newsletter information regarding May is Still Bike Month, so get out and ride - solo. Stay safe.

Out of Bounds
by Ken McFarland
Most organized cycling events continue to be postponed or cancelled. The WAB website is updated as new information
is received.
Please refer to the Out-of-Bounds link: https://wabonline.org/index.php/suggested-links/out-of-bounds-upcoming-waband-non-wab-events and check the event websites for the latest information.

Tr ail Mix by Ted Hansen
cap2cap - august 22, 2020
From the Cap2Cap website:
Cap2Cap Event Update: March 31, 2020
Dear Cap2Cap Participants,
These past few weeks have been filled with much uncertainty and I am grateful for your patience. Due to the
availability of community resources, we have changed the date of the Cap2Cap Bike Event for both starting
locations to Saturday, August 22, 2020. The VCTF’s Board of Directors have made the decision on the best
options for our Cap2Cap participants, here are your options:
First off, we hope you are able to attend the Cap2Cap Bike Ride on Saturday, August 22, 2020.
If you are unable to attend, we are excited to announce a Virtual Cap2Cap Bike Ride option. Between now
and August 22nd 2020 you will be able to cycle the mileage you signed up for on the Capital Trail, other trails,
roads or an indoor bike. You can submit your results through Strava, RideWithGPS, etc. and send a screenshot
of your results. Details will be sent out soon for pick-up locations of your event swag.
For more information visit https://www.virginiacapitaltrail.org/cap2cap
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may is bike month challenge
We asked, you answered! We have asked members
to nominate their favorite area cycling routes. These
routes came from our Route Library (found on Ride
With GPS and mirrored to our WAB website). We
hope you had a chance to submit your votes.
NOTE: this is meant to be an all-inclusive challenge.
The routes may be as short as 5 miles or as long as you
like! The Favorite Routes with links to cue sheets will
be listed on our website.
During the month of May, members are challenged
to ride as many of the Favorite Routes as you can. To
get “credit” for riding a favorite route, simply send
an email to webmaster@wabonline.org with a brief
description of which route you rode and what you like
best about it. Include pictures if you can! Your reports
will be posted on our website and possibly included in
a future newsletter.
Prizes will be awarded as follows:
1. For the member who Rode the Most Favorite Rides - a one-year free Premium membership to Ride
With GPS.
2. To the member who submitted the Best Ride Report (as judged by your esteemed Board of Directors)
a $50 gift certificate to one of our local bike shops.
3. To the member who submitted the Most Favorite Route (as determined by the number of others that
rode this route) will also receive a $50 gift certificate. Note: if multiple people submit the same favorite
route, we will “draw from a hat” for this award.
More details will be posted on the website, but in the meantime, send an email to webmaster@wabonline.
org with the Ride With GPS route numbers or names of your favorite (up to 3) area rides!
To see the rides in our library - go to the Ride With GPS Club Account at: https://ridewithgps.com/
organizations/3452-williamsburg-area-bicyclists
or on the WAB Website at: https://www.wabonline.org/index.php/route-library-home
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member profile
Name:
Ken McFarland (WAB Asst. Ride Coordinator)
Number of years you have been a member of the
club? 5 years
What is your favorite perk of being a member of
the club?
Being new to Williamsburg when I first joined,
my favorite part of the club has been meeting new
people, getting to know the area, and riding safely
with other cyclists.
Ride of Fame?
My personal favorite ride is the Great Allegheny Passage from Cumberland, MD to Pittsburgh, PA, and
vice versa (have ridden it both ways).
My personal, most challenging ride is Storming of Thunder Ridge. I rode the 75-mile event twice.
I have done several centuries, both in PA and in VA.
The worst head wind I ever encountered was a Coastal NC ride in April 2019 with Rick Nevins, Rich
Richlak, and Homer Hoe. We did a century on Saturday and the wind never let up.
I have done several overnight and multi-day events, both camping and B&B’s.
Ride of Shame?
Storming of Thunder Ridge nearly did me in one year, cramped badly about a mile from the top of the 13mile climb, took a break and pressed on, completing the event.
Favorite Club ride (past or present):
I enjoy riding on the north side of our area – 4-Hills, Croaker Landing, etc. Rolling hills, good roads, little
traffic.
Other interest?
Helping raise our two beautiful granddaughters, ages 3 & 5.
Always tinkering with something on our house.
Volunteer at Williamsburg Community Chapel.
Favorite Book/podcast/movie/TV show (bike related or not)
You could call me a TV crime show junkie (I know, a serious waste of time).
What WAB positions did you serve in?
I am in my 3rd year as the Asst Ride Coordinator. I maintain the club ride calendar on our website, as
well as the Out of Bounds link for non-local rides. I also communicate club ride information via the
Williamsburg Road Cycling Facebook page.
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spot the differences
There are about 13 differences between the photos below (the angle is slightly different for each photo but the main
focus is the bike/car area. (Thank you Jamie for being a good sport and letting me move your items and take these
photos!)
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calling all capital tr ail connoisseurs...

Name this locaion...
Can you tell us where this lone singer is located on the Capital Trail?
Do you have a suggestion for a name?
Send your responses to editor@wabonline.org.
Answer will be posted in the next issue!

NOTICE: The James City County police have asked us to make sure our members are aware that we
are NOT permitted to go around the barrier and ride on the closed section of Jolly Pond Rd! This is
now private property and trespassing is not allowed!
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pedestrian musings
by Linda Coppinger

Have you met Otto? Stoker will introduce you. This is Mr. Krect, Stoker’s co-author. He makes every
attempt to edit everything into pablum, frequently with unintentionally amusing results. Today he will get
a workout, because Stoker is about to use a made up word. Word creation has a storied history in English.
(Puns are a risk of the job, here….) By making up words, William Shakespeare expanded the English
vocabulary by 60,000 words. Otto Krect doesn’t stand for that kind of thing, but here goes…
Stoker has been distancing while walking, but she always has. It is just a bit trickier what with the
increased use of the Capital Trail. There are people riding bikes who are clearly not cyclists - the bikes
are ill-fitted, creaky, the riders, full grown adults, wobble the wobble of the newly mounted. Kids with
attention spans of 6 pedal revolutions stop in mid-trail and reverse directions into traffic, headed back
toward a mom who is not in such a hurry. Even Stoker, who knows better, has engaged in rude lack of
etiquette, and may owe one of you an apology. But maybe not, as everything is relative…
Crossing the long bridge on a busy afternoon, Stoker observed a woman walking toward her, against traffic,
as if on the road. The inevitable collision would require a breach of the governor’s distancing order, so the
other walker started to cross the bridge to get back in line with traffic. She was not walking alone. Her
companion was a medium sized black dog, for whom the stroll had become sheer trudgery. (Back off,
Otto. It’s on purpose.) The dog had led the woman onto the shady side of the bridge, traffic pattern be
damned. When she tried to coax him into crossing, he declined
by collapsing into a panting, furry lump. He was staying in the
shade, thank you. Stoker observed all of this, rudely laughed at
the woman’s dilemma, and herself crossed the bridge to provide
the proper positioning for the Covid dance. Now we were two
pedestrians each on the wrong side.
And along comes a WABbit, a semi-familiar looking gentleman who was around a turn and therefore
could not have seen the dancing of the dog, the dogwalker, and the Stoker. Clearly an experienced cyclist,
the WAbit slowed slightly to calculate his course, and rode up the middle of the bridge, commenting
something to the effect of “Ya’ll are BOTH on the wrong side!” Which elicited more rude laughter from
Stoker, because at the moment the WABbit passed the pedestrians, the trio made a perfect straight line
across the bridge. So, if a wand had waved and the pedestrians had suddenly been on the correct side, it
would have made no difference at all to the WABbit. He would still have been riding between walkers.
Apologies from Stoker for upsetting the applecart, and for laughing about it. Warnings that Stoker will
probably join the other pedestrians on the wrong side. That way she can see the cyclists in her lane, since
the vast majority give no signal at all. You cyclists want the meandering Stoker to see you, so she doesn’t
stop in the lane to examine an insect or watch a bird weaving a nest or demonstrate in any other way her
distractibility. When walking on the Capital Trail, Stoker is a traffic hazard. If she sees you in her lane,
she will behave herself, and save you the trouble of the signal bell. See you out there.
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on the road
by Jamie Clark

There have been no group rides or activities for the month of April due to the COVID-19 pandemic. I have
seen many cyclists out on the roads and on the Capital Trail and glad to see this. A caveat of this situation
is that there are fewer vehicles on the roads in Hampton Roads; this doesn’t make it safer, nor should it
diminish our wariness while out riding, but it does give me a little comfort when out riding.
Hopefully we have crested ‘the wave’ of cases and will soon be seeing progress towards this situation
coming to an end. Until that time please continue to follow set guidelines, rules, and restrictions set by our
government and the club’s Board. This will all be in the rear-view mirror and we can some day soon get back
to having our club thriving again with group rides and activities.
I would like to ask that you keep a good friend of ours in your thoughts and prayers at this time who
has recently been in a terrible bicycling accident that involved a vehicle. That person is in the process of
recovering and has a long way to go.
Stay safe my fellow cyclists.

answers to spot the differences

Intended answers in yellow. Orange ones due to difference in the photo angle.
1. bike helmet now on the handlebars; 2. water bottle in bike holder; 3. bike pedal location; 4. back
tire rotation (see sticker placement); 5. Nike bag on ground behind bike; 6. towel on car mirror;
7. yellow gel/gloves removed; 8. water bottle on roof - difference placement; 9. helmet not on car
roof; 10. bike jersey not on car door window; 11. clipboard against the back car tire;
Bonus in Orange (due to photo difference in the photo angle)
12. additional blue car - upper left; 13. tree behind the car
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wab review - rouvy
by Raul Zevallos

I learned about Rouvy from a good friend Johh Maher, who uses Rouvy as his bike exercise platform during winter
when he can’t be in Florida. Like him, I think the winter months make bicycle riding unpleasant and often unsafe due to
ice, extreme cold, and wind. The alternative of riding indoors seemed tedious to me. The thought of sitting on a bike for
an hour or more putting out effort but going nowhere seems contrary to why people ride a bike. I decided this winter, at
least initially, I would wait for non-rainy days with moderate wind and learn to dress up like the Michelin Man to ride
until conditions improved. That sort of worked, until it began to rain more and more often. Then when the COVID-19
social isolation began taking hold, and the riding community began getting polarized on whether anyone should ride at
all, I looked again at virtual riding.
Thankfully, technology advancements permit the affordable merging your indoor bike exercise with software programs
that generate a virtual representation of you riding on a course. Among the most recognizable names in virtual cycling is
Swift and Peloton, but there are many others. I did know about fancy smart trainers and applications like Swift, but I also
thought these required more equipment and investments to simulate outside riding, and it can be a big investment, but
not necessarily. That’s when I began looking more closely at Rouvy because it made virtual riding possible with minimal
investment in equipment and still provided an engaging (read: not boring) experience.
Unlike Swift, Rouvy uses actual videos of roads and trails around the world geographically linked to real-world elevations
instead of computer generated landscapes. Their extensive route list include portions of Tour de France stages, Tour de
Swiss, and many others. Rouvy ride videos cover distances from one to well over 50 miles, including both professionally
made and edited and others contributed by Rouvy users. This variety makes riding around the world possible and getting
bored with route selection very unlikely. My favorite rides in Rouvy include paths along the Danube, country roads in
the plains of Spain, and amazing climbs and descents in the Swiss, Italian, and French Alps.
All these virtual applications require input of your effort on the
bike. Rouvy needs at a minimum either a speed or power sensor
from which it can calculate your effort and transpose it to your
performance on the application. Additional inputs include
cadence and, heart rate. Rouvy can use Bluetooth devices or
Ant+, so many of the items I already had (speed, cadence, and
heart rate) would work on Rouvy. The application runs on
smartphones, Windows and Mac devices. I lucked out that my
Android phone (Samsung Galaxy 8) comes with built-in Ant+
and Bluetooth capability, so installing the app and detecting
my devices worked immediately. I also lucked out that Rouvy
supports my turbo trainer, a Trac Comp Fluid trainer, a so
called “dumb trainer” in that it cannot adjust resistance based on input from Rouvy. However, Rouvy simply calculates
your effort based on the speed and known characteristics of the fluid trainer and converts that into the representation on
the screen given your weight, bike weight, wheel size, and whether the geography has you climbing or descending at that
point. It really is quite amazing how well this works. Finally, Rouvy can link up with Strava and other social platforms
so you can share your efforts.
Of course, indoor virtual riding doesn’t exactly replace the outdoors. For one, you build up a lot heat on a trainer so you
will need a fan of some kind as a way to cool you down, something you don’t worry about when riding outside and you
cool off in the wind you make as you ride. Along with that comes perspiration, so highly recommend having a mat of
some sort under your bike and a towel on your top tube and handlebars for protection. Additionally, a trainer’s secure and
stable platform limits you from moving your bike around the way you would out on the road.
Despite these limitations, the workouts do build up your stamina and aerobic capacity, and help get rid of all those
yummy winter sweet treats. You can try Rouvy free for a couple weeks, or extend it another 30 days by watching the
GCN review on YouTube (https://youtu.be/MY6aLdwNgdg). That’s what I did and how I ended up piling up over 1000
miles on Rouvy since 7 February, probably because I’m finding myself cycling in new places in the relative comfort of
my home.
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cycling apps review
by Jim Hopkins

So far I’ve tried Zwift, TheSufferfest, RGT Cycling and Rouvy indoor cycling apps. Most of the apps have free
trial periods. Some are completely free during the Covid-19 lockdown period.
I’m not an expert Zwifter. I used it for 14 days during the trial period. My favorite Zwift feature would be the
huge variety of ride locations. You can ride the Richmond UCI course, Central Park, NYC and others. Watopia
is a made up world and has miles and miles of roads and some off road areas to ride. My least favorite feature
of Zwift is it’s kind of cartoonish. The graphics are all computer generated. I prefer the apps like The Sufferfest
and Rouvy that use real race video. I found Zwift to be fairly simple to set up and get riding. I never did a
group ride or race on Zwift, but I know that’s what it’s really good at. None of the other apps I’ve tried have
the amount of social interaction that Zwift has.
I use a Mac and connected my Assioma Favero Duo power meter pedals and Wahoo Tickr heart rate monitor
to Zwift with no issues. If you use a PC you may need an Ant+ dongle connected to a USB extension cord to
pick up your power meter/cadence sensor/smart trainer signals. I’m just using a dumb Travel Trac trainer and
a road bike.
My two favorite indoor bike training apps at the moment are The Sufferfest and Rouvy. With The Sufferfest
you can take the 4DP test (sort of like an FTP test) and then it rates your strengths and weaknesses based on
the test and provides detailed training plans adjusted to your abilities. I’m in the midst of a mountainous gran
fondo training schedule right now.
I like Rouvy because it has a lot of real world race courses that you can ride in very high definition.
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zwift r acing
by Mark Holt

As you might imagine, road and track bike racing has been hammered along with most other participation
sports by the coronavirus pandemic. USAC pulled race permits out till June 5th and the Virginia Senior Games
postponed indefinitely following Governor Northam’s ‘no groups over 10’ decree.
Despite that, two WAB members, Amanda Deverich and Natalie Barron, are racing weekly anyway –they are
just doing it virtually on Zwift. A good number of WABbits use Zwift for training – you just jump on a smart
trainer with your bike and connect to the Zwift app and you are a character in a virtual world riding in London,
Zurich, Yorkshire, Richmond, or a virtual world called Watopia.
You may look like a character in a video game but your speed and ability translate pretty accurately to the
screen through your smart trainer. If you’re climbing, it feels like climbing. If you need a break, tuck in behind
another rider and it feels like drafting. Zwift offers dozens of specific training plans if you want some structure
and races every day of the week if you want to thrash.
The mainstream cycling organizations have jumped on board since they can’t run outdoor events. The Virginia
Cycling Association started the ‘vBAR’ race series April 4th and it runs every Saturday morning through May
9th. USA Cycling just launched a Wednesday evening series of races April 23rd that will continue indefinitely.
You can find the vBAR series here:
http://vcabar.com/default.aspx
And the USAC series here:
https://www.usacycling.org/virtual-race-league-zwift

So how is our duo doing? They are killing it!
Amanda has done dozens of Zwift races and she is competing in the ‘B’ class (class is determined by your
power to weight ratio in kg/ftp) and her results have been:
April 4 th – B race, women and men mixed, Amanda was 41st overall and 3rd woman.
April 11 th – B race, women and men mixed; Amanda was 13th woman.
April 18 th – B race, women and men mixed; Amanda was 2nd woman.
Natalie’s results:
April 4th – C race, Natalie was 1st of 10 women.
April 11th – B race, Natalie was 12th woman.
April 18th – C Race, Natalie was 1st woman and 20th of 45 men and women.
April 23rd – C Race, Natalie was 2nd of 15 women.
So, what does one of these races feel like? Let’s look at Natalie’s April 18th win: the race was 9.95 miles, she
did it in 23 minutes and 43 seconds for a 25.1 MPH race average. Her heart rate was pegged at mid-threshold
level for all 23 minutes. The course was relatively flat, they climbed just 423 feet. Her normalized power was
178 watts and peak power in the sprint was 481. Sound hard? It was. Go ahead and jump in!
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